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Optical coherence tomography (OCT) may revolutionize fundamental investigation and clinical
management of age-related macular degeneration and other eye diseases. However, quantitative OCT
interpretation is hampered due to uncertain sub-cellular correlates of reflectivity in the retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE) and photoreceptor. The purpose of this study was twofold: 1) to test OCT correlates in the
RPE, and 2) to demonstrate the feasibility of longitudinal OCT monitoring of sub-cellular RPE dynamics. A
high resolution OCT was constructed to achieve dynamic imaging of frog eyes, in which light-driven
translocation of RPE melanosomes occurred within the RPE cell body and apical processes. Comparative
histological examination of dark- and light-adapted eyes indicated that the RPE melanin granule, i.e.,
melanosome, was a primary OCT correlate. In vivo OCT imaging of RPE melanosomes opens the
opportunity for quantitative assessment of RPE abnormalities associated with disease, and enables
longitudinal investigation of RPE kinetics correlated with visual function.

T
his study was designed to achieve two objectives simultaneously: 1) to investigate optical coherence tomo-
graphy (OCT) correlates in the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE); 2) to demonstrate the feasibility of in vivo
OCT monitoring of RPE dynamics at sub-cellular level. Located posterior to the photoreceptors at the back

of the eye, the RPE is a simple cuboidal epithelium attached firmly to the neurosensory retina at the apical aspect
and Bruch’s membrane at the basal aspect. The RPE is essential in maintaining physiological function of photo-
receptors and choroidal vasculature1,2. It is known that the RPE plays multiple roles including phagocytosing
retinal photoreceptors3, manufacturing the photopigment 11-cis retinal4,5, transporting nutrients and new reti-
noid from choriocapillaris3, and scavenging stray light6. RPE abnormalities can occur in eye diseases, including
age-related macular degeneration (AMD)7,8, which is a leading cause of impaired vision and legal blindness9,10. In
the U.S. alone, more than 10 million people are estimated to have early AMD, and 1.75 million patients suffer
visual impairment due to late AMD11. A key to preventing the sight-threatening damages of late AMD is reliable
detection and assessment of early AMD. By providing unprecedented resolution to differentiate individual retinal
layers, optical coherence tomography (OCT) may revolutionize the fundamental study and clinical management
of AMD and other eye diseases12–18. However, quantitative interpretation of the OCT outcomes is challenging by
uncertain OCT correlates to subcellular structures in RPE and photoreceptors19,20.

Melanin granules (i.e., melanosomes) are candidate OCT reflectivity sources in the RPE19,20, but direct evidence
has not been provided. In this study, we selected leopard frog for testing the contribution of RPE melanosomes to
OCT reflectivity. It is known that light-driven translocation of RPE melanin granules (i.e., melanosomes) can
occur in frog eyes21 and other animal species22,23. Based on early histological study21, it has been established that
frog RPE melanosomes could move into the proximal ends of the RPE apical processes (microvilli) in dark-
adapted retinas (Fig. 1, left). In contrast, RPE melanosomes migrate distally within the apical processes, which
interdigitated with the photoreceptors, in light-adapted retinas (Fig. 1, right). The light-driven translocation of
frog RPE melanosomes provided an excellent model to quantify the contribution of RPE melanin to
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OCT-detectable reflectivity. If the melanosome is a primary OCT
correlate in the RPE, high OCT reflectivity of the RPE band should
be expected in dark-adapted retina, due to melanosomes confined in
the basal RPE (Fig. 1, left). In contrast, reduced reflectivity of the RPE
band and enhanced reflectivity of the photoreceptor and external
limiting membrane (ELM) zone should be expected in light-adapted
retina, due to melanosome translocation within the apical processes
from proximal (near the RPE cell body) to distal (near the ELM)
(Fig. 1, right).

We tested the hypothesis by comparing OCT scans of dark- and
light-adapted frog retinas. A custom-designed spectral domain OCT
(SD-OCT) was developed to provide sub-cellular resolution in both
lateral (2 mm) and axial (3 mm) directions. Hyper-reflective OCT
bands that encompass the RPE, photoreceptor, and ELM were quan-
titatively analyzed. Our observed OCT dynamics showed tight cor-
relation with RPE melanosome migration, and the feasibility of
dynamic OCT monitoring of sub-cellular RPE translocation was
demonstrated for the first time.

Results
OCT imaging of dark-adapted and light-adapted frog eyes. The
OCT images in Fig. 2A1–A2 were collected from two different frogs
that were dark-adapted over-night. The OCT images in Fig. 2B1–B2
were collected from two different frogs with 8-hour light adaptation.
Before each OCT recording, with the reference arm at a stationary
position, we adjusted the position of nerve fiber layer located near
150 mm from the zero-depth position (positive delay) first. The posi-
tion adjustment was based on dynamic monitoring of the reflectivity
profile of the twin (real/mirror) OCT A-lines. After that, the refe-
rence arm and the sample arm were adjusted simultaneously, i.e., in
the same direction and same distance, to focus the light at the
photoreceptor layer, where we observed the sharpest pattern of
photoreceptor mosaic. Each B-scan image consisted of 512 A-
scans. OCT reflectivity profiles averaged over 50 A-scans across
whole retinal depth were superimposed on B-scan images in
Fig. 2A1 (dashed yellow line), Fig. 2A2 (solid yellow line), Fig. 2B1
(dashed red line) and Fig. 2B2 (solid red line). In dark-adapted eyes,
sub-cellular resolution B-scan (i.e. cross-sectional) OCT images con-
sistently revealed a hyper-reflective band at the RPE. The ELM and
photoreceptor inner segment ellipsoid (ISe) could be unambiguously
differentiated (Fig. 2A1–A2). In comparison with OCT images of
dark-adapted eyes (Fig. 2A1–A2), both reflectivity and bandwidth
of the RPE band were decreased significantly in light-adapted eyes
(Fig. 2B1–B2). Moreover, the ELM and ISe bands were merged
together. Therefore, the ISe OCT band in the eye with light

adaptation became wider compared to that in the eye with dark
adaptation.

In order to verify the axial locations of individual OCT bands, en-
face (i.e., projection) images of the retina/RPE were reconstructed
(Fig. 2C–D). En face images (projection within 25 mm depth) of the
nerve fiber layer (Fig. 2C) and photoreceptor outer segment (OS)
(Fig. 2D) were reconstructed from the same data set of 400 B-scans.
The display window and level of each enface projection image
(Fig. 2C–D) was adjusted separately for a better visualization of cellular
structures. In Fig. 2C, individual blood vessels were clearly observed.
The photoreceptor mosaic was unambiguously shown in Fig. 2D. By
superimposing the reflectivity profiles (from NFL to RPE complex)
generated from Fig. 2A1–A2 and Fig. 2B1–B2, significant OCT
changes were revealed only at the outer retina/RPE; while the OCT
change of inner retina (from NFL to OPL) were negligible (Fig. 2E).

In order to verify the repeatability of the observation, eight dark-
adapted and eight light-adapted frogs have been used for compar-
ative OCT imaging. Table 1 illustrates quantified thicknesses of the
RPE-ISe layer (blue bars in Fig. 2A–B) and whole retina including the
RPE (green bars in Fig. 2A–B) of the sixteen frogs. Statistical analysis
revealed significant change of the RPE-ISe layer thicknesses (p ,

.00005, student’s t-test) between dark- and light-adapted conditions.
In contrast, no significant differences were observed in the retinal
thicknesses (p. 0.5, student’s t-test) between dark- and light-
adapted conditions. Box charts with data overlay in Fig. 3. revealed
that the thickness of the RPE-ISe layer increased in light-adapted
condition compared to that in dark-adapted condition.

OCT imaging of light-to-dark transition in frog eyes. In order to
verify the reliability of OCT changes correlated with light conditions,
we conducted dynamic OCT imaging of a frog eye over ,1 hour
(Fig. 4). The frog was light-adapted for 8 hours, and OCT images
were captured continuously during the transition from light to dark
at the same retinal location. Fig. 4A shows the cross-sectional image
in light condition. After the light was turned off, the frog was
maintained in the dark room for longitudinal OCT monitoring.
After 1 hour in the dark room, the ELM was gradually appeared as
an individual layer in Fig. 4B, which was mixed with the ISe band in
Fig. 4A. Fig. 4C–F shows light intensity distribution changes in local
cross-sectional images 0 min, 20 min, 40 min and 60 min later after
the light-adapted eye was left in the darkness. As we can see, inner
retina only changed slightly over time. In contrast, in the outer retina,
the peak of reflected light was gradually translated to the outermost
layer. Basically, it took as long as 60 min for pigment to transit from
light-adapted to dark-adapted position.

Figure 1 | Cartoon illustration of melanosome position in dark-adapted (left) and light-adapted (right) frog retinas. RPE melanosomes are confined in

the basal ends of the RPE cells in dark-adapted retinas; while they migrate into the apical projections in light-adapted retinas. ISe, inner segment ellipsoid.
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In order to quantify the light reflectivity change, linear scale was
used in the images in Fig. 5A. The averaged reflected light changes of
outer retina and inner retina were plotted in Fig. 5B. It was observed
that the total light reflected from outer retina and inner retina were

almost constant (,67% change over time) during the light-dark
transition. The slight difference might reflect the effect of pigment
bleaching and outer segment changes correlated with retinal adapta-
tion. Therefore, it further supports our hypothesis that the observed

Table 1 | Summary of 16 frogs under dark- and light-adapted conditions

Light-adapted Dark-adapted

Frog RPE-ISe thickness (mm) Retina thickness (mm) Frog RPE-ISe thickness (mm) Retina thickness (mm)

1 75 216 9 70 212
2 76 212 10 74 218
3 75 211 11 68 213
4 74 223 12 67 216
5 77 220 13 68 220
6 79 209 14 73 216
7 78 222 15 68 203
8 77 220 16 70 220

Figure 2 | Representative OCT images of dark-adapted and light-adapted frog eyes. The cross-sectional images (A1) and (A2) were collected from two

separate frogs, with over-night dark adaptation. NFL: nerve fiber layer, IPL: inner plexiform layer, INL: inner nuclear layer, OPL: outer plexiform layer,

ELM: external limiting membrane, IS: inner segment, OS: outer segment and RPE: retinal pigment epithelium. The cross-sectional images (B1) and (B2)

were collected from two separate frogs, with 8-hour light adaptation. The green bars measured the retinal thickness with RPE complex included and the

blue bars measured the RPE-ISe layer thickness; (C) Reconstructed en-face projection of blood vessels obtained nearby the NFL layer in Fig. 2A1;

(D) Reconstructed en-face projection of photoreceptor mosaic obtained from the photoreceptor layer in Fig. 2A1. The contrast and brightness were

adjusted for best visualization. (E) OCT reflectivity profiles of dark- (yellow) and light- (red) adapted frog eyes. The two yellow traces correspond to the

two dark-adapted images in Fig. 2A1–2A2. The two red traces correspond to the two light-adapted images in Fig. 2B1–B2. Scale bars indicate 50 mm.
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light changes in outer retina and RPE complex were tightly correlated
with light-driven melanosome translocation.

Histological images of dark- and light-adapted frog eyes. In order
to verify the light-driven melanosome translocation, histological

examination of dark- and light-adapted frog eyes was conducted.
Fig. 6A–B shows transmission microscopy (403) images of
14 mm-thick cryostat sections of eyecup slices with dark (Fig. 6A)
and light (Fig. 6B) adaptations, respectively. We speculate that the
significant difference at the RPE/photoreceptor attributed to RPE

Figure 3 | Box charts show RPE-ISe layer thickness (left) and retinal thickness (right) with data overlay. Box 5 25th and 75th percentile.

Figure 4 | OCT imaging of retina during light-to-dark transition. (A) Cross-sectional image of light-adapted frog eye; (B) Cross-sectional image at the

identical location in the retina 1 hour later after maintained in the darkness. Panels (C–F) illustrate the same local areas of the cross-sectional images

recorded at 0-min, 20-min, 40-min and 60-min after the light-adapted (A) retina was left in the darkness. Scale bars indicate 50 mm.
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melanosome translocation. In order to verify it, histological exami-
nation of 0.75 mm-thick eyecup slices was conducted, with improved
microscopy resolution (603). The melanosome redistribution was
clearly revealed in dark- (Fig. 6C) and light-adapted (Fig. 6D) eyes.
Using 6,0003 transmission electron microscopy, the structure of
individual melanosomes within RPE microvilli was confirmed
(inserted panel in Fig. 6D).

Discussion
In summary, we employed a custom-designed SD-OCT to achieve
in vivo imaging at subcellular resolution. Comparative OCT exam-
ination of dark- and light-adapted frog eyes verified that RPE
melanosomes are a primary source of reflectivity. Early polariza-
tion-sensitive OCT imaging has suggested that RPE OCT signal
could be attributed to RPE melanosomes24–27. Melanosome is an
organelle that synthesizes and stores melanin. In humans, the mel-
anin determines the skin color. Besides in the RPE, It is also found
in hair, the pigmented tissue underlying the iris of the eye and the
brain. Melanin has a high index of refraction28,29, in confocal micro-
scopy images, and thus melanin has been shown to provide strong
contrast30. OCT images of brain, skin and hair also indicate higher
scatter or increased signal in melanin accumulated area28,29,31–33.

The purpose of this study is to use the unique animal (frog) model,
which possesses light-driven melanosome translocation, to test the
OCT correlate (i.e. melanosomes) in retinal RPE. Our experiment
results showed OCT imaging consistently revealed a hyper-reflective
band at the RPE in dark-adapted retinas, which was much stronger
than other hyper-reflective bands such as the ELM and photorecep-
tor ISe. Given the fact that melanosomes were aggregated at the
apical aspect of the RPE in dark-adapted eyes (Fig. 1, left, Fig. 5A
and 5C), the observed hyper-reflective OCT band observed at the
RPE (Fig. 2A–B) supported the primary scatter candidacy of mela-
nosomes on OCT imaging. When the frog eye was exposed to visible
light illumination, reflectivity of the RPE band was decreased gradu-
ally. In contrast, the reflectivity of photoreceptor band, particularly
the inner segment, was enhanced, and the ELM band merged with
the photoreceptor ISs band (Fig. 4A–B). This phenomenon was con-
sistent with the histological observation in light- adapted retina, in
which RPE melanosome translocated within the apical processes
from proximal to distal (up to the ELM) (Fig. 6B and 6D). In other

words, our observed OCT dynamics associated with light changes
tightly correlated with RPE melanosome redistribution shown in
Fig. 1. In-depth understanding of the OCT correlates in the outer
retina will pave the way for quantitative analysis of OCT outcomes.

Although light-driven melanosome translocation has not been
consistently observed in human and mammal animals34, recent study
has suggested possible changes of RPE melanosomes correlated with
light/dark adaptation in human eye. Moreover, RPE abnormality is a
common occurrence associated with AMD7,8, and RPE pigment relo-
cation has been reported in mouse models of inherited retinopa-
thies28 and human patients with retinitis pigmentosa29 and AMD30.
In vivo ophthalmologic imaging of retinal and corneal morphology
with an axial resolution of 1–2 mm was present for human eye
imaging. Therefore, we expect that the pathological translocation
of RPE melanosomes in human subjects can be quantitatively
assessed by the OCT. In addition, in vivo functional OCT imaging
may advance the study of RPE/photoreceptor interactions in animal
models. Without the requirement of destructive histologic prepara-
tions21, OCT imaging of the RPE/photoreceptor dynamics is easy,
time- and cost-effective. Besides, functional OCT imaging of the
same animals under different light conditions can be reliably imple-
mented, without artifacts due to different samples prepared for end-
point histologic examination. Previous studies have suggested that
melanosome aggregation towards the dark-adapted position could
depend upon the external ionic concentration, such as the external
Ca12 or Na1 21, as well as the elevated intracellular cAMP35; while
melanosome dispersion to the light-adapted position was affected by
chemical messengers such as dopamine21,35 rather than the Ca12 or
Na1 concentration. It can provide excellent models to investigate the
diurnal and circadian regulation of photoreceptor and RPE physi-
ology36. For example, the recognition of the role that dopamine plays
in light and circadian signaling. The demonstrated in vivo OCT
imaging will allow quantitative analysis of effects of these physio-
logical parameters by longitudinal monitoring of animal retinas
under variable pharmacological treatments.

Methods
Animal preparation. Adult northern leopard frogs (Rana Pipiens) were used in this
study. The experimental procedure was approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee of the University of Alabama at Birmingham and carried out in

Figure 5 | Light reflectivity change of inner and outer retina during light-to-dark transition. (A) Red box indicates outer retina area with RPE complex

included and green box indicates inner retina area; (B) the averaged reflectivity change of inner and outer retina during light-to-dark transition.
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accordance with the guidelines of the ARVO Statement for the Use of Animals in
Ophthalmic and Vision Research.

In vitro histological preparation. Following over-night dark adaptation and 8-hour
light adaptation, frogs were euthanized by rapid decapitation and double pithing
before enucleating the eyes. After the eyes were removed from the sockets, 1–2 small
holes were created by a needle at the cornea of the intact eyes, and the eyeballs were
still spherical in shape. Then eyes were immersed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 3 hours
and hemisected below the equator with a pair of fine scissors to remove the lens and
anterior structures. After that, the complete retina-RPE-choroid-sclera complexes
were transferred to 2% paraformaldehyde and 0.25% glutaraldehyde for storage. For
dark-adapted frogs, procedures were conducted in a dark room with dim red
illumination. After fixation, retinas were cryoprotected in 30% sucrose, embedded in
a 2/1 mixture of 30% sucrose and frozen tissue embedding media (HistoPrep;
FisherScientific, Pittsburg, PA) and cryo-sectioned (14 mm sections), thaw-mounted
on SuperFrost plus slides (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburg, PA) and stored at 2uC until use.
Images were obtained using a Zeiss Axioplan2 microscope, a 403 objective with
numerical aperture 5 0.95. Another set of eyes was post-fixed in osmium tannic acid
paraphenylenediamine, dehydrated with ethanol and acetonitrile for semi-thin
(0.75 mm) epoxy sections in the horizontal plane through the optic nerve37. Images
were obtained using bright field microscopy, a 603 oil objective with numerical
aperture 5 1.4, and a CCD camera (Olympus XC10). High resolution (6,0003)

transmission electron microscopy was also conducted to confirm the structure of
individual melanosomes.

In vivo SD-OCT imaging. To compare the melanosome position differences under
light and dark conditions, frogs underwent the over-night dark adaptation and 8-
hour light adaptation, respectively. Before NIR (Near Infrared) OCT imaging, the
frog was anesthetized through the skin when it was immersed in the tricaine
methanesulfonate (TMS, MS-222) solution (500 mg/liter)38. After confirmation of
the anesthesia, topical atropine (0.5%) and phenylephrine (2.5%) were applied to fully
dilate the pupil to ,5 mm. After that, the frog was placed in a custom-built holder for
OCT imaging. The holder provided six degrees of freedom to facilitate adjustment of
body orientation and retinal area for OCT imaging39.

For the experiment designed to monitor melanosome movement from light to
dark, after the initial 8-hour light adaptation, the frog eyes were imaged under light
condition for the first half hour at 10 min intervals. Then the eyes would be left in full
darkness. The 10 min intervals NIR retinal imaging was performed continuously for
another one hour in the dark. In order to optimize the comparison between light and
darkness, we imaged the identical areas in the retina over time.

SD-OCT system configuration. A schematic diagram of our SD-OCT system is
illustrated in Fig. 7. The light source used in this system is a broadband
superluminescent diode (SLD; Superlum Ltd., Ireland) with a center wavelength of

Figure 6 | Histological images of dark- (A, C) and light-adapted (B, D) frog eyes. For (A) and (B), images unstained 14 mm thick frozen sections

were obtained by bright field microscopy (403) with N.A. 0.95 objective; For (C) and (D), section thickness is 0.75 mm, and images were obtained by

bright field microscopy (603) with N.A. 1.4 objective. The inset to panel (D) shows individual melanosomes (arrows) within apical processes of RPE,

flanked by photoreceptor outer segments, as obtained by transmission electron microscopy (60003 original magnification). Scale bars indicate 25 mm in

(A–D) and 5 mm for (D) inset.
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846 nm, full width at half maximum (FWHM, Dl) of 104 nm. The beam from the
SLD is coupled to fiber-based Michelson interferometer via a 50550 fiber coupler
(Thorlabs, Inc., USA), which split the source light into the sample and the reference
arms. A fiber optic isolator (Thorlabs, Inc., USA) is employed between the SLD and
the fiber coupler to exclude back reflection. The sample arm consists of an X-Y
transverse galvanometer scanner and a pair of relay lens for delivering sample light to
the frog retina and collecting the back-reflected sample light. The optical power
entering the pupil which meets the safety requirements set by the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) Z136.1 limits. In the reference arm, we employed similar
lenses to match the dispersion between the reference and the sample arms. Instead of
a neutral density filter, a slit was used to adjust reference power without inducing
extra dispersion.

The interference signal between the reference arm and sample arm was col-
lected by the fiber coupler and delivered to a custom-built spectrometer. The
spectrometer consists of an IR achromatic f 5 150 mm doublet lens (Thorlabs,
Inc., USA) as the collimator, a 1200 line/mm transmission grating (Wasatch
Photonics, Inc., USA) and rapid rectilinear lenses with two 300 mm achromatic
doublet lens pair (Thorlabs, Inc., USA). The detector is a line scan charge-coupled
device camera (EV71YEM4CL2014-BA9 OCT/Spectrometer versions, E2V, NY,
USA) with 2048 pixels and 14 mm 3 28 mm pixel sizes. The calculated spectral
resolution was 0.0498 nm, which corresponds to a detectable depth range of
3.59 mm in air40.

An image acquisition board acquired the image captured by the camera and
transferred it to a computer workstation (Intel Xeon CUP, dual 2.26 GHz processor,
6 GB memory; Dell Inc., Texas, USA) for signal processing and image display. The A-
line (depth scan) rate of the OCT system was set at 5 kHz. At this operating condition,
the OCT sensitivity was approximately 95 dB. The numerical aperture of the system
is 0.4 with depth of focus around 6 mm. The theoretical axial resolution was
approximately 3.04 mm in air, corresponding to 2.25 mm in tissues40 (the refractive
index of the retina was approximately 1.35) and theoretical lateral resolution around
2 mm.
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